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Introduced in January 2017, the Rural Diversity

Network (RDN) was initiated as part of the Arts

Council England supported Change Makers

leadership programme with Dr Tehmina Goskar, and

is now coordinated by the team at Cornwall

Museums Partnership.

Through the Rural Diversity Network, the

organisation are trying to tackle geographic

exclusion. Cultural policy around diversity has often

been centered on the visible diversity of big cities.

The Network aims to balance this by

providing another view and campaigning for

equity for rural regions.

Where investment in culture in the rural regions has

been biased towards creating an offer for tourists,

resulting in inclusion challenges

for organisations engaging with local communities,

the Rural Diversity Network helps to challenge,

inform and develop new practices.

emmie kell
C E O :  C O R N W A L L  M U S E U M S  P A R T N E R S H I P

"Our charity exists to create positive social change with museums and for this to happen we

need to understand, and respond to, the full diversity of the communities museums exist to

serve. We realised that the rural dimension was often missing from national strategy and

policy, and so our commitment through the Rural Diversity Network is to create the space for

expertise and perspectives, drawn from rural communities nationally and internationally,

which help shape better museums for everyone."



CAMPAIGN
AIM
We wanted to start a conversation and get people talking. From

January 2020 until January 2021, we used the powers of social media to

get the hashtag #RDNetwork used as a place for conversation. The

result was a series of thoughtful, nuanced conversations about some

of the most important issues for our industry. 

Each month, CMP introduced a guest host for an hour on the Cornwall

Museums Partnership’s Twitter page where, using #RDNetwork, the

aim was to get a topical discussion going. This paper looks at the

outcomes of our campaign.



TWITTER
TAKEOVERS

JANUARY 2020 

 

FEBRUARY 2020

MARCH 2020

Topic: Social isolation and loneliness

Topic: Housing and economic deprivation

Age UK Cornwall & The Isles of Scilly
Age UK Cornwall & The Isles of Scilly is an independent local charity.

They've been working in the local community to help older people for over

40 years. They  have 90 dedicated staff and over 400 volunteers helping to

deliver services and activities for older people in Cornwall & Isles of Scilly.

The main office is based in Truro, Cornwall and they have three Day

Centre premises located in Falmouth, Newquay & St Austell. 

St Petrocs
With an ambition to end street homelessness in Cornwall,  St Petrocs

provide accommodation, support, advice, training and resettlement

services to single homeless people in Cornwall.

Fiona Wootton, Director of Cornwall 365
Growing a network of tourism and cultural players to put Cornwall on the

map for culture, arts and heritage 365 days a year, Cornwall365 are the go-

to partners for events and culture in the county. Fiona has since accepted

a role as Chief Executive of Creative Kernow. 

Topic: How museums and tourism businesses work together



TWITTER
TAKEOVERS

MAY 2020

JUNE 2020

Topic: Children and young people

Topic: LGBTQ+ in rural communities

APRIL 2020

Nerys Watts
Nerys Watts, previously National Heritage Lottery Fund’s South West

regional director and head of engagement for London & South, heads up

SS Great Britain Trust’s external affairs. In this role she develops

opportunities for funding and partnerships, including for the Albion Dry

Dock Project.

Topic: Health and wellbeing in rural isolation

Kids in Museums
Since they were founded in 2003, Kids in Museums have led significant

change in the museum and heritage sector, with family friendliness and

the active involvement of young people becoming central to many

organisations. They support and champion family friendly organisations all

over England and Wales through a range of simple, but powerful

programmes, the majority of which are free of charge to access.

Queer Kernow
Queer Kernow, an independent CIC, look into the collections of over seven

museum collections within Cornwall to draw out more LGBTQ stories. Led

by Sophie Meyer, who hosted our takeover, and Nicki Foley, the Queer

Kernow website is a living research hub and shows the current work being

done on pulling out these historical narratives. 



TWITTER
TAKEOVERS

JULY 2020

Topic: Volunteering

AUGUST 2020

SEPTEMBER 2020

Topic: Education

Topic: Digital 

Wo King 
Founder of Hi9. Tech startup using AI, ML, Bots and more. Creator of deko

a platform that can be used by anyone to deliver Health, Skills and Finance

Tehmina Goskar, Director of the Curatorial Research Centre
Tehmina brought with her a wealth of knowledge on volunteering, and

was one of the Rural Diversity Networks original coordinators back in

2017. The Curatorial Research Centre develops and provides educational,

research and facilitation services and products, underpinned by a unique

philosophy and methodology centred in the curatorial space–between

knowledge creation and communication.

Pool School Gallery
Pool School Gallery is a project based in an old caretaker’s annex at Pool

Academy, a secondary school of some 860 pupils. The gallery works with

students and contemporary artists in response to the Cornwall Council

Schools Art Collection. The Collection was set up in the 1960s so that

children in schools in Cornwall would have access to outstanding works of

art.



TWITTER
TAKEOVERS
OCTOBER 2020

JANUARY 2021

NOVEMBER 2020

Topic: The Black Lives Matter movement and how museums and

galleries can make a positive impact

Topic: Cultural Engagement

Topic: Sustainability 

Mark Roberts from Conscious Creatives 
Conscious Creatives are dedicated to making sustainability simple.

Supporting courageous leaders to get to grips with sustainability, creating

more trust in their organisation, more profit and more positive impact in

the world. Mark is a seasoned entrepreneur with over a decade of

experience running his own companies. His professional background has

always been communications and management and he has held various

roles. 

Dr Ruth Pethybridge 
Ruth is a Dance Artist, Researcher and Senior Lecturer in dance at

Falmouth University, she has worked extensively as a practitioner in the

Community Dance sector. Her research interests centre on the body as a

form of cultural knowledge and the politics of participation in dance.

Louisa Adjoa Parker
Louisa is a British writer and poet of Ghanaian and English heritage who

lives in south west England. Her first poetry collection, Salt-sweat and

Tears, and pamphlet were published by Cinnamon Press, and her third

collection, How to wear a skin, was published by Indigo Dreams in 2019. 

 Her debut short story collection, Stay with me was published in 2020 by

Colenso Books. She began writing to talk about the racism and domestic

violence she experienced as a child, and is passionate about telling the

stories of marginalised voices and making literature accessible to

everyone. 



CAMPAIGN
HEADLINES 

Posts: The number of posts made with your tracked hashtag

Users: The number of users who have posted with the hashtag

Engagement: When someone intentionally interacts with the post, including likes and retweets

Reach: The number of unique users who have seen posts containing the hashtag

Impressions: The number of times that users have seen posts containing the hashtag

Gender Breakdown

Overall Campaign Engagement Figures

Social Media Post Types



JANUARY
2020

 How do you connect to your community digitally?

 What are the biggest barriers facing you when trying

to reach your local community?

 How do we better support an ageing population

 Please share your good and bad experiences of

loneliness.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Cornwall & Isles of Scilly Age UK

Loneliness can affect anyone at any age – but we have

found that the older generation face a lot of barriers in

overcoming  it

These include  long-term illnesses,

disabilities/illnesses, mobility issues, a lack of

adequate transport solutions, poor digital

infrastructure, unemployment and economic struggles

and domestic abuse

Loneliness is real and has (and will continue to have) a

tremendous impact on our health and well-being

Community connection through accessing activities,

social clubs and services can help to alleviate

loneliness and reduce isolation

Sharing our experiences can break down stigma and

foster stronger connections

No one thing can solve loneliness – it requires a holistic

approach with personalisation to the individual

We must work together with groups & individuals that

share a similar vision and unify resources 

Key Emerging Themes

Questions addressed by the takeover



“

JANUARY
2020

The #RDNetwork hashtag was used 107 times

during January 2020

The reach of the hashtag across all posts during

January 2020 was 170,455

The number of impressions in January the

hashtag generated  across all Twitter users was

244,818

Age UK generated 10, 584 impressions through

their own account alone

The total exposure of Age UK's tweets - the

impact their tweets generated beyond their own

- was 27,533 impressions

It was such a privilege to takeover the Cornwall Museums Partnership

Twitter page. By working together, we could reach a wider audience and

highlight some of the big questions facing older

individuals across Cornwall.

 

Your compassionate responses showed just how many people want to make

a difference and improve well-being in their local areas. We aim to work

with many more like-minded organisations and better connect people to

the Cornish community.

lee davies
C O M M U N I C A T I O N S  L E A D

C O R N W A L L  A N D  I O S  A G E  U K

Testimonial 

January Engagement Figures 

The #RDNetwork hashtag

was used 107 times

 

Total Reach:  170,455

 

Total impressions:

244,818



FEBRUARY
2020

 Are there any lessons that you have learnt from urban

areas that we could apply to more rural locations?

 What role do museums and galleries play in

homelessness? 

 Are we able to shine a light to  work with people who

have experienced homelessness and is there anything

that museums can be doing?

 Although it may be practically hard to help ‘shine a

light’ can we engage more online?

1.

2.

3.

4.

Key Emerging Themes

St Petrocs

It is only when people have ambition to pursue personal or

professional interests that they can start to focus positively

on their future

Museums can do this for many of our clients,

Educating the public about homelessness

Challenge and influence other institutions to do better

Employ people with experience of homelessness

Look at long term projects with measurable effects

Offer people the chance to curate, run walking tours and

have their voice heard

Work with local homeless charities to give homeless people

a voice within the museum

Questions addressed by the takeover



FEBRUARY
2020

The #RDNetwork hashtag was used 128 times during

February 2020

The reach of the hashtag across all posts during

February 2020 was 209,728

The number of impressions in February the hashtag

generated  across all Twitter users was 325,098

St Petrocs generated 24,776 impressions through their

own account alone

The total exposure of St Petrocs's tweets - the impact

their tweets generated beyond their own - was 66,204

impressions

The #RDNetwork hashtag

was used 128 times

 

Total Reach:  209,728

 

Total impressions:

325,098

jess rawlings
C R E A T I V E  C O M M U N I C A T I O N S  C O -O R D I N A T O R  

S T  P E T R O C S

Testimonial 

February Engagement Figures

We had an incredible response on the night of our takeover. The whole thread was

absolutely bursting with positivity, kindness, knowledge, and fantastic examples of things

that have been happening both in the past and planned for the future across the country.

 

It was a really fast way of discovering  relevant information, new opportunities and making

connections and I am so grateful that we were invited to be a part of it. We are fascinated

by the way that looking at the past can help people develop their futures. CMP makes that

relationship stronger.

 



MARCH
2020

Great conversation about the role of museums

moving away from being a “visiting attraction” to

supporting communities

The importance of consultation - each location has

specific needs and a one size fits all approach

doesn’t work

Museums need to foster relationships with local

business by providing them with marketing

materials or inviting them directly to the space

Great feedback from the support Cornwall 365

What’s On had provided through listings and

magazine posts that had focused on cultural digital

output

Focus on the importance of good digital content as

lockdown bought the needs for a strong

digital/online presence into focus

Supportive community discussion, as lockdown was

a new experience at the time.

 What are the impacts of coronavirus on

museums and other businesses in tourist areas?

 How can museums and local businesses support

one another during this difficult time?

 Are there online services which heritage

organisations could share to help people stay

connected to Cornwall and support the tourism

sector to recover in future?

 What one thing could the government do to help

the visitor economy recover in future?

1.

2.

3.

4.

Cornwall 365

Key Emerging Themes

Questions addressed by the takeover



MARCH 
2020

The #RDNetwork hashtag

was used 130 times

 

Total Reach:  132,328

 

Total impressions:

242,942

bethany lyne
P R O J E C T  M A N A G E R ,  C O R N W A L L  365

Testimonial 

March Engagement Figures

The #RDNetwork hashtag was used 130 times

during March 2020

The reach of the hashtag across all posts during

March 2020 was 132.328

The number of impressions in March the hashtag

generated  across all Twitter users was 242,942

Cornwall 365 generated 41,880 impressions

through their own account alone

The total exposure of Cornwall 365's tweets - the

impact their tweets generated beyond their own

- was 42,963 impressions

It was a really valuable experience to host a discussion and connect people at

the start of lockdown when people were seeking out places to exchange ideas

and find reassurance.



APRIL
2020

 Has your health and wellbeing been impacted in

isolation? If so, how?

 What have we learnt from lockdown regarding

the needs of isolated people and communities?

 What impact can museums and galleries have on

wellbeing?

 How could museums and galleries help tackle

isolation during or after COVID-19?

1.

2.

3.

4.

SS Great Britain

'Double isolation’ – services that were already challenging to

access at normal times are now impacted further with the

pandemic

Knock-on effect on time or energy to engage with other

activities. 

 While challenging, lockdown also enabled people to try new

things and new ways of working

We need to make the case  for why heritage and culture is

important and the role it plays in terms of the economy, 

How we, as museums, contribute to wellbeing - how it adds

richness, enjoyment, builds curiosity and connections, self-

esteem and confidence

How we stay relevant in a different post-COVID 19

environment and build on connections

The importance of collaborating and listening to

communities

We need to work in partnership and co-create with other

organisations 

Evaluate and learn from what we do and it needs to be

properly embedded to be effective

Key emerging themes

Questions addressed by the takeover



APRIL
2020

The #RDNetwork hashtag was used 202 times during

April 2020

The reach of the hashtag across all posts during April

2020 was 180,559

The number of impressions in April the hashtag

generated  across all Twitter users was 448,446

Nerys Watts generated 7,945 impressions through her

own account alone

The total exposure of Nerys Watt's tweets from her

own account - the impact her tweets generated beyond

their own followers - was 22,211 impressions

The #RDNetwork hashtag

was used 202 times

 

Total Reach:  180,559

 

Total impressions:

448,446

nerys watts
D I R E C T O R  O F  E X T E R N A L  A F F A I R S

S S  G R E A T  B R I T A I N

Testimonial 

April Engagement Figures

"Hosting the rich and thoughtful discussion for Cornwall Museum Partnership

#RDNetwork on wellbeing and rural isolation opened up a very valuable

conversation around the role that museums can play in addressing these issues,

and shared thoughts about connecting and engaging in a meaningful way with

different communities.

 

Looking at these issues at a time when people are dealing with them in the context

of a global pandemic really brought to the fore how important this role is for

museums, and the difference the sector can make."



MAY
2020

 How can museums and galleries better support

mental health and wellbeing in children and young

people

 How could museums and galleries do more to

support their younger community?

 How could museums and galleries help tackle mental

health in children and young people during or after

COVID-19?

 Do you feel museums and galleries play a big enough

part in mental health awareness, wellbeing and

health of children and young people? What would

you like to see more of?

1.

2.

3.

4.

Key Emerging Themes

Kids in Museums

The importance of working alongside children and

young people - co-production and consultation, not

making assumptions about what they want

The importance of partnership working, museums as

part of wider community networks

The value of online resources for wellbeing during

lockdown

The value of museums as safe public spaces for

young people – for young people who struggle at

home, school or both, museums can be a place for

them to go

Questions addressed by the takeover



MAY
2020

The #RDNetwork hashtag was used 138 times during

May 2020

The reach of the hashtag across all posts during May

2020 was 400,228

The number of impressions in May that the hashtag

generated  across all Twitter users was 888,512

Kids in Museums generated 462,618 impressions

through tweets from their own account alone

The total exposure of Kids in Museum's tweets from

their own account - the impact their tweets generated

beyond their own followers - was 501,700 impressions

The #RDNetwork hashtag

was used 138 times

 

Total Reach:  400,228

 

Total impressions:

888,512

alison bowyer
E X E C U T I V E  D I R E C T O R ,  K I D S  I N  M U S E U M S

Testimonial 

May Engagement Figures

It was a small conversation but we got some good responses and got to hear

more about what is going on in Cornwall, which is useful for our work.

I think it’s important to keep reminding people about the role of museums

for young people and wellbeing and so all conversations are valuable.

As we emerge from lockdown these issues are going to have more

importance, particularly the idea of safe communal spaces.



JUNE
2020

 Do you feel there is adequate support for the

LGBTQ+ community in Cornwall and IoS?

 How could museums and galleries do more to

support the LGBTQ+ community?

 Is there enough support for young people in the

LGBTQ+ community, especially in rural

communities?

 How do you feel museums and galleries could

better play a role in the LGBTQ+ community?

1.

2.

3.

4.

Queer Kernow

Rural connectivity is significant in Cornwall

especially digitally run projects to overcome

distance

Pride events need to take place outside of merely

Pride month

Community curation is important - listen and

engage rather than prescribe

Small gestures mean a lot - it doesn’t have to be

difficult (bathrooms,training) 

Onus on the museum to be openly supportive

and make the first move

Key Emerging Themes

Questions addressed by the takeover



JUNE
2020

The #RDNetwork hashtag

was used 156 times

 

Total Reach:  242,384

 

Total impressions:

323,350

sophie meyer
F O U N D E R ,  Q U E E R  K E R N O W

Testimonial 

June Engagement Figures

The #RDNetwork hashtag was used 156 times

during June 2020

The reach of the hashtag across all posts during

June 2020 was 242,384

The number of impressions in June that the

hashtag generated  across all Twitter users was

323,350 impressions

The takeover was invaluable to us in tapping into the thoughts and feelings

of the community.

 

I am in the process of setting up Queer Kernow as a Community Interest

Company - and getting some honest and engaging communication really

highlighted for me  where I should focus my attention.



JULY
2020

 Museums and cultural organisations in rural regions

rely on large volunteer workforces. Is this participation

or just free labour?

 In what ways do museums in rural regions exclude

people from participating as volunteers?

 Rural museums are so focused on the visitor tourist

economy most close ‘for the season’. What

opportunities are there for volunteer-led projects

during closure? 

 What needs to change to diversify our typical rural

museum volunteer teams? What kinds of initiatives

should rural museums embrace?

1.

2.

3.

4.

Key Emerging Themes

Curatorial Research Centre

Museum volunteering and diversity are not often

thought of together

Lack of targeted volunteer strategies except with

participation or engagement headlined projects 

Specific dimensions of volunteering for organisations in

rural regions are not well articulated

Would have liked more volunteers/volunteer managers

to engage so we would benefit from lived experience

Good to get feedback and participation from outside

Cornwall - RDN is a national/international network

Thinking beyond museums is important - we need to

bring in social dimensions of volunteering in rural

regions

Intersections and impact of tourism on diversity and

participation

Questions addressed by the takeover



JULY
2020

The #RDNetwork hashtag was used 25 times during

July 2020

The reach of the hashtag across all posts during July

2020 was 66,901

The number of impressions in July 2020 that the

hashtag generated  across all Twitter users was 69,577

Tehmina Goskar generated 28,024 impressions

through tweets from her own account alone

The total exposure of Tehmina's tweets from her own

account - the impact her tweets generated beyond her

own followers - was 58,081 impressions

Tweets from the CRC about the takeover generated

2,644 impressions and an exposure of 20,025

The #RDNetwork hashtag

was used 25 times

 

Total Reach:  66,901

 

Total impressions:

69,577

tehmina goskar
D I R E C T O R :  C U R A T O R I A L  R E S E A R C H  C E N T R E

Testimonial 

July Engagement Figures

" was really pleased to revisit the Rural Diversity Network, which I helped set up

in 2017. I have observed more discussion about diversity when previously there

was none, a more nuanced understanding of how diversity and inclusivity relate

to each other.

 

It is important to me to continue advocating for a progressive mentality in

museums, particularly smaller museums in rural regions, not just in Cornwall

but all over the world. These museums are the backbone of our sector and yet

are so often ignored. 

 



AUGUST
2020

 How could museums & galleries do more to support

teachers, especially post Covid, in promoting creativity in

schools?

 What initiatives could museums & galleries do to

encourage young people to think about a career in the

creative sector? For example, would a school a school

leavers scheme work?

 How do extra-curricular creative activities like

ARTiculation and the Saturday Club benefit young people?

 Art can do different things for different people: how else

could we use creativity to promote health and wellbeing

for young people?

1.

2.

3.

4.

Key Emerging Themes

Pool School Gallery

Art is vital in keeping people well, encouraging mindfulness

and making room for everyone

There's a wealth of material - including in museum storage -

that could be open to people

Art helps people to express themselves in unexpected ways

Tech-savvy people are needed in museums - we should create

schemes for young people to create social media content and

boost engagement 

Highlighting the innovative work of museums - such as

immersive tech projects - could attract different skills and

types of people

There's a need for better wages for entry level positions,

more diversity, and to stop insisting on graduate level

qualifications

Museums should make their collections more accessible

outside a physical space, but don't just default to digital

resources

Questions addressed by the takeover



AUGUST
2020

The #RDNetwork hashtag

was used 247 times

 

Total Reach:  207,776

 

Total impressions:

490,367

Taking part in the RDN takeover was beneficial for Pool School Gallery because

we were forced to expand our audience base - it’s easy to get used to your

audience, followers and community.

 

"It’s really good to step outside of that comfort zone and introduce new voices

to what you do - this is what being part of the takeover 

did for us and it was invaluable.

The #RDNetwork hashtag was used 247 times during

August 2020

The reach of the hashtag across all posts during

August 2020 was 207,776

The number of impressions in August that the hashtag

generated  across all Twitter users was 490,367

millie ainsley
P O O L  S C H O O L  G A L L E R Y

Testimonial 

August Engagement Figures



Using museums as a way to level up digital literacy, as well as providing access to devices and internet

Access is a social justice issue and could help museums be at the centre of their community

Museums have been called empathy machines and VR  the ultimate empathy machine - a match made in

heaven? Allows walking in another person's shoes.

Curation in the digital realm with no limitations on how it is presented, or its reach

Digital is a gift to the decolonisation of collections

Digital means that our communities no longer have to be defined by geogrpahy alone

People as well as collections are a huge asset to museums - using audio and video to document their

stories is important

Digital events, livestream tours and tutorials open up museums beyond the physical walls 

The importance in digital tools in bringing museums to those who may be excluded through isolation,

poverty, disability 

SEPTEMBER
2020

 How could museums and galleries use digital technology

to help isolated communities feel connected again?

 What digital assets could museums and galleries use to

create more connections throughout rural communities?

 One of the things that COVID-19 has shown is how some

of our communities were already socially and culturally

isolated. How could museum’s and archives digital

collections tackle this isolation?

 Many museums have advanced digitally throughout

lockdown as a way to engage audiences. However, we

know not everyone has access to internet or is digitally

literate. Are there digital solutions and approaches that

can address this to ensure that nobody is left out?

1.

2.

3.

4.

Key Emerging Themes

Wo King of Hi9

Questions addressed by the takeover



SEPTEMBER
2020

The #RDNetwork hashtag was used 388 times during

September 2020

The reach of the hashtag across all posts during

September 2020 was 332,687

The number of impressions in September 2020 that

the hashtag generated  across all Twitter users was

726,402

Tweets from Wo King's personal Twitter accounts

generated 10,008 impressions around the takeover

Wo's personal tweets promoting the takeover gave a

further exposure to 29,142 people

The #RDNetwork hashtag

was used 388 times

 

Total Reach:  332,687

 

Total impressions:

726,402

September Engagement Figures



OCTOBER
2020

Some museums have released BLM statements and are often

happy to share Black History Month content, but how can we

encourage systemic/long-term change?

What good examples of meaningful museum responses to the

BLM movement have you seen?

How can museum workers act as allies if their museums have

been slow to respond to BLM?

CMP has published its BLM action plan in order that the

charity can be held to account against its commitments. How

else can we promote accountability in the museums sector?

Key Emerging Themes

Louisa Adjoa Parker

Creation of action plans and long term planning in support of

BLM - accountability and year round inclusive programming

Museums share stories and we must be careful not to omit or

silence some voices

The need to ensure that your partners and collaborators also

have BLM action plans - tacit pressure and nudge theory

Consideration of BLM impact on recruitment of staff and

board members - who will keep the change going?

Establishing best practice in decolonisation of collections,

inclusivity and accessibility in museums and sharing this

across a wider network

Being an ally is doing all you can as an individual 

Create reading/listening groups in the workplace to discuss

the need for wider change

Consider your own unconscious biases and privilege and how

to make a difference with it

Respectful discussion needed, and patience and

understanding that mistakes will be made

Local good practice from Newlyn Art Gallery and Kresen

Kernow

Questions addressed by the takeover



OCTOBER
2020

The #RDNetwork hashtag was used 688 times during

October 2020

The reach of the hashtag across all posts during

October 2020 was 522,132

The number of impressions in October 2020 that the

hashtag generated  across all Twitter users was

1,120,725

The #RDNetwork hashtag

was used 688 times

 

Total Reach:  522,132

 

Total impressions:

1,120,725

louisa adjoa parker
W R I T E R  A N D  P O E T

Testimonial 

October Engagement Figures

"I found the experience enjoyable and interesting;. It was a honour to be asked

to be part of the takeover which was challenging but fun, and some interesting

topics were explored. 

 

"I really appreciated the opportunity to be part of this movement for change in

the sector, and hope the conversation will continue. 

 

"It's important, I feel, to see any potential changes as part of an ongoing

journey, and this takeover was an important part of this."

 



NOVEMBER
2020

What do you believe about art (without second guessing

yourself) and how do these beliefs inform how you engage in

art (in museums, in theatres, in public spaces)?

What artistic activities did you do as a child that you no longer

participate in, and how do you think opportunities to engage in

these or similar might be created for others?

Culture can be a practice of telling stories: what resources

might you use or need to tell more people your story, or a story

that matters to you? 

If you could dance in a museum space, would you? If not, why

not? What song would you choose?

Key Emerging Themes

Dr Ruth Pethybridge

The part our museums have to play in encouraging self expression, allowing people to act freely

within the space and expanding the mind rather than narrowing it, breaking down barriers about

certain behavioural expectations within a museum space

How do we find out more about what people want to experience, rather than making assumptions?

The importance of cultural democracy

Discussions about whether art needs to be joyous - it can also address exclusion, touch on painful

issues and elicit difficult feelings, which can also be legitimate

The importance of play for no reason, space to be free to explore - it can be a portal to creativity

Are we deeming some lives less viable or important in what we choose to collect and share as

museums?

Allowing people space and community to share their stories

Taking your work beyond the walls of the museum to spaces in the community

Questions addressed by the takeover



NOVEMBER
2020

The #RDNetwork hashtag was used 222 times during

November 2020

The reach of the hashtag across all posts during

November 2020 was 250,136

The number of impressions in November 2020 that the

hashtag generated  across all Twitter users was

1,011,453

This was also a crossover with Museum Hour, who

have over 16,000 followers - and their participation in

the takeover provided 685,438 impressions alone

The total exposure of tweets from Museum Hour's

Hannah Mather from her own account - the impact her

tweets generated beyond her own followers - was

28,552 impressions

The #RDNetwork hashtag

was used 222 times

 

Total Reach:  250,136

 

Total impressions:

1,011,453

November 2020 Engagement Figures



JANUARY
2021

What are the barriers preventing the cultural sector

leading the way in public engagement of

sustainability? 

How can the cultural sector adapt its supply chain to

meet the demands of a carbon neutral world?The UN

Global Goals are a blueprint for a better future for all.

Goal 10 recognises inequality as a barrier. 

What opportunities do museums have to support a

more equal society?

Sustainability is often thought of as just

environmental issues. How can the cultural sector

create more noise about the importance of social

issues that need addressing to?

Partnerships and transparency are important

Museums are not neutral spaces - they can and should

take a stand, including addressing partial and

exclusionary parts of history

A stronger stance on social justice issues could lead to

some exciting discussions about sustainability outside of

the environment

Ensuring that we do not pay lip service to sustainability,

equality, social justice and access - back it up with values-

drive, rights-led work

Use your organisational values to ensure you're

partnering with other organisations who are aligned with

your own 

UN Global Goals are also another barometer to measure

against

Leading with integrity allows all employees to thrive

 A real opportunity for the cultural sector to lead the way.

Key Emerging Themes

Conscious Creatives

Questions addressed by the takeover



JANUARY
2021

The #RDNetwork hashtag was used 119 times

during January 2021

The reach of the hashtag across all posts

during January 2021 was 65,760

The number of impressions in January 2021

that the hashtag generated  across all Twitter

users was 178,776

The #RDNetwork hashtag

was used 119 times

 

Total Reach:  65,760

 

Total impressions:

178,776

mark roberts
D I R E C T O R ,  C O N S C I O U S  C R E A T I V E S

Testimonial 

January 2021 Engagement Figures

“I really enjoyed spending a Friday evening during a lockdown with such

passionate and experienced people talking about a topic that I love. 

 

It was clear that everyone in the conversation really understood what is at

stake with such an important topic and the energy that was brought the

questions was fantastic. 

 

I took a lot away from the experience, knowing that there are others working

towards the same goals as me and it was great for the team to get interesting

and unique perspectives to questions we tackle a lot ourselves.
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